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Obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) is an extremely
common public health problem manifested by
sleep-disordered breathing, daytime hypersom-
nia and poor sleep quality, adverse neurocog-

nitive sequelae, and hypoxia. OSA occurs in about
two to four percent of the general population, or an
estimated 18 million Americans.1 Co-morbid OSA is
even more frequent in neurological patients, affect-
ing at least one-third of those with epilepsy and
about two-thirds of stroke survivors. Just as effective
treatment of OSA may improve hypertensive control
and reduce risk of cardiovascular complications,
there is now growing evidence that treating co-mor-
bid OSA also improves neurological outcomes such
as cognitive functioning and seizure control. Since
neurologists frequently serve as principal care
providers for those with epilepsy, stroke, multiple
sclerosis, and migraine, (see Part I, available online
at PracticalNeurology.net) it is crucial for neurologic
physicians to be familiar with the identification of
sleep apnea early in its presentation to provide opti-
mal care for their patients. 

Diagnosis and Treatment 
Prompt diagnosis of OSA enables expeditious treat-
ment that improves daytime alertness, neurocogni-
tive functioning, and quality of life. A history should
be sought from all patients for typical clinical symp-
toms of hypersomnia, loud disruptive snoring, snort
or gasp arousals, witnessed pauses in breathing, and
habitual morning xerostomia or headache. Screening
with the simple, brief, and efficient Epworth
Sleepiness Scale, a well validated tool that provides a
subjective rating of drowsiness and tendency to doze
in sedentary situations, can be very helpful in identi-
fying subtle hypersomnia in many patients (a con-
venient, online version is readily available at:
http://www.stanford.edu/~dement/epworth.html).40

Suspicious physical examination attributes accompa-
nying OSA may include unexplained hypertension,
obesity, prominent oropharyngeal airway narrowing,
a large tongue and dependent uvula, thickened neck
circumference (greater than 17 inches/43 centime-
ters in men and 16 inches/41 centimeters in
women), and hypognathia.
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Portable overnight oximetry
may be a particularly helpful
adjunct to screen patients who
are especially likely to benefit
from polysomnography, showing
frequent oscillatory desaturations
consistent with sleep disordered
breathing. It is particularly help-
ful in planning for appropriate in
lab titration plan by revealing
otherwise unexpected hypoventi-
lation or likely central apnea
mechanisms in some patients (see
Figures 1-3).  

However, polysomnography
remains the “gold standard” for
formal assessment of suspected
sleep disordered breathing and
hypersomnia. Polysomnography
combines evaluation of sleep,
breathing, and movement by
offering analysis of polygraphic
physiologic variables including
the electroencephalography
(EEG), chin electromyography
(EMG), limb EMG leads to ana-
lyze periodic leg movements,
oronasal airflow via thermistor
and nasal pressure sensors, elec-
trocardiogram (ECG), and respira-
tory effort as measured by induc-
tance plethysmography or piezo
crystal sensors (see Figures 4-5).
Body position is also analyzed to
delineate effects of sleeping posi-
tion on breathing.  Arousals from
sleep and their mechanisms,
whether due to breathing, move-
ment, or spontaneous causes, are
then determined. The advantages
of in-lab, attended polysomnogra-
phy include the ability to directly
observe sleep and relevant car-
diorespiratory and neurological
behaviors and the opportunity to
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Figure 1.  Portable overnight oximetry in a 77-year-old man with obstructive sleep apnea.
Numerous oscillatory desaturations are seen, especially between 2-3 AM and 4-5 AM, consistent
with obstructive sleep disordered breathing.  The oxygen desaturation index (hourly rate of 4% or
greater oxyhemoglobin desaturations) was 15/hour, and subsequent polysomnography confirmed
moderately severe obstructive sleep apnea, with apnea-hypopnea index of 24/hour, with predom-
inant obstructive apneic events occurring during supine position sleep.  Nasal continuous positive
airway pressure therapy at 15 centimeters of water optimal pressure effectively treated his apnea,
and one month later his sleepiness had resolved after adherence with treatment.

Figure 2.  Portable overnight oximetry in a 69-year-old woman with amyotrophic lateral sclerosis
and co-morbid obstructive sleep apnea.  Numerous oscillatory desaturations are seen, especially
near 11:00 PM, between 12:30 AM to 01:00 AM, following 02:00 AM, and between 03:30 AM and
04:00 AM, consistent with obstructive sleep disordered breathing.  The oxygen desaturation index
was only 7/hour. Note also the steep descent and oxyhemoglobin saturation nadir of 70%, due to
likely superimposed REM-sleep related hypoventilation.  Subsequent polysomnography confirmed
moderately severe obstructive sleep apnea, with apnea-hypopnea index of 17/hour, with predomi-
nant obstructive apneic events occurring during supine and REM sleep.  There was also prominent
persisting oxyhemoglobin desaturation during CPAP trial during REM sleep due to hypoventilation,
requiring conversion to bilevel positive airway pressure treatment with a timed back-up rate.



offer intervention with therapeutic trials of posi-
tive airway pressure treatment when indicated,
while disadvantages include a less natural sleep
environment and expense.

The rationale for treating OSA is to improve
symptoms and neurobehavioral sequelae and to
decrease cardiovascular and cerebrovascular risks.
OSA treatment improves symptoms and quality of
life. While the influence of OSA treatment on car-
diovascular risks are less clear , expert consensus
favors treatment of moderate and severe OSA.

While snoring may be a socially objectionable
symptom or disruptive to the patient’s sleep partner,
primary snoring (i.e., snoring in isolation, without
OSA) is not abnormal per se, and patients may sim-
ply be reassured if bed partners are not disturbed by
their snoring. If snoring is disruptive or socially
embarrassing and treatment is desired, options

include relieving nasal obstruction,
commercially available lubricant
throat sprays, maxillary-mandibu-
lar advancement devices, and nasal
or upper airway surgical approach-
es such as nasal septal repair or
uvulopalatopharyngoplasty (UPPP,
or UP3 procedure). An otorhino-
laryngology consultation may be
helpful in determining which sur-
gical approaches may be of most
benefit for the individual.

Treatment. Therapeutic options
for snoring and sleep apnea
include reducing nasal congestion
or obstruction, positional therapy,
nasal continuous positive airway
pressure (CPAP), oral appliances,
or surgical management (see
Table). Among lifestyle or behav-
ioral changes, positional therapy
involves employing one or more
simple strategies to enforce sleep
only in non-supine body positions,
usually on one or both sides. One
method is the “tennis ball t-shirt”
approach, where a longitudinally

extensive pocket is sewn onto the back of a snug fit-
ting t-shirt between the shoulder blades, and two to
three tennis balls are then inserted to provide a
mechanical stimulus to the patient to discourage
supine sleep.  Other options include body pillows
wedged behind the patient. Unfortunately, long-term
adherence remains poor, with only about one-third
of patients able to maintain positional therapy strate-
gies in long-term follow-up. Patients with position-
dependent OSA should be counseled to be cautious
for development of severe OSA problems during any
future anticipated prolonged periods of supine posi-
tion sleep, such as postoperative recovery periods
following surgery, or following a major injury.  

Other conservative non-PAP treatments for OSA
include recommending weight loss when appropri-
ate, which may reduce soft tissue in the neck, ren-
dering the oropharynx less compressible, although
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Figure 3. Portable overnight oximetry in a 25-year-old woman with central sleep apnea.
Numerous oscillatory desaturations are seen, especially 01:00 AM to 05:00 AM, consistent with
sleep disordered breathing.  The oxygen desaturation index was only 14/hour. Note that many of
the oxyhemoglobin desaturations have an extremely confluent or “box car” type morphology,
especially those near 05:00 AM, a finding highly suspicious although not in itself diagnostic of
central sleep apnea.  Subsequent polysomnography confirmed moderately severe exclusively
central sleep apnea, with apnea-hypopnea index of 155/hour, with frequent central and rare
obstructive apneic events occurring especially during NREM sleep.  CPAP was ineffective without
any impact on apnea event frequency, but bilevel positive airway pressure with an assisted servo-
ventilator (ASV) device led to complete resolution of sleep disordered breathing. Three months
later sleepiness had resolved, and the ASV device download showed excellent treatment effect
without evidence for residual apneic events.



many OSA remissions by weight loss are only tem-
porary with the influences of further weight gain or
aging. OSA patients should also be cautioned about
the potential influence of alcohol and certain pre-
scription medications such as benzodiazepines and
barbiturates that can reduce upper airway tone or
cause sedation and reduce respiratory drive, thereby
worsening OSA.

The mainstay of treatment for OSA is positive air-
way therapy (PAP). PAP machines include a blower
unit delivering calibrated pressures to maintain air-
way patency, tubing that connects the blower to an
interface to the patient, and the nasal or oronasal
mask (or nasal pillows) and associated headgear.
Continuous PAP (CPAP) delivers a continuous set
pressure between 5-20cm H2O, is usually offered
during the second half night of split-night
polysomnography following initial diagnostic evalua-
tion. If an optimal pressure is not determined by
laboratory titration, an auto-titrating PAP device
may be offered, offering flexibility
for delivering a wide range of self-
adjusting treatment pressures as
the patient’s apnea severity varies
during changes in sleep stage and
body position.  

Most new PAP machines offer
an expiratory pressure relief fea-
ture, which may aid patient tolera-
bility. Considerable patience on the
part of the patient and treating
sleep physician is often necessary
to optimize PAP therapy for an
individual, since interface comfort
and fit are significant reasons for
poor tolerability of treatment, and
PAP treatment may fail when leak
rates are too high, requiring dedi-
cated longitudinal follow-up and
refitting of interfaces over time.
Early adaption to PAP and
attempts by the sleep physician to
optimize patient tolerability lead to
improved patient adherence and
outcomes.
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Figure 4. Split night polysomnogram. Hyponogram and graphic data displayed represents a split-
night polysomnogram study in a 55-year-old man.  Severe obstructive sleep apnea was diagnosed
during the first half of a split-night polysomnogram, with an apnea-hypopnea index of 65/hour.
Note the repetitive oscillatory oxyhemoglobin desaturations shown in the top row on the trended
pulse oximetry display, the related repetitive tachy-brady cardiac dysrhythmia shown on the ECG
rhythm strip typical of OSA, the disturbed sleep architecture with only light NREM sleep obtained
in the first half of the night and considerable N3 (slow wave) and REM sleep rebound occurring
during effective nasal CPAP treatment.  The graphs below represent the CPAP pressure levels dur-
ing titration, body position, and respiratory events and related arousals on the bottom.

Treatment Options for Obstructive Sleep Apnea
Treatment Type Treatment Modality

Behavioral
Modification

Positive
Airway
Pressure

Oral
Appliances

Surgery

•Weight loss
•Alcohol avoidance
•Positional Therapy

•Continuous or bi-level positive airway pressure
(CPAP, BPAP)
•Adaptive Servo-ventilation 
(for complex/central sleep apnea)

•Mandibular repositioning devices
•Tongue retention devices

•Palatal surgeries 
(uvulopalatopharygoplasty, others)
•Maxillo-mandibular advancement
•Tracheostomy with mechanical ventilation



Non-PAP treatment alternatives include position-
al therapy, oral appliance therapy, and surgery.
Oral appliances that advance the mandible are an
alternative for mild to moderate sleep apnea and
require dedicated fitting by a dental sleep special-
ist. Surgical therapies for OSA include palatal
approaches (uvulopalatopharangoplasty, also
known as UPPP or “UP3”) and tongue based proce-
dures (genioglossus advancement, hyoid myotomy
and suspension, lingualplasty), or maxillary-
mandibular advancement (MMA). UPPP is per-
formed by otorhinolaryngologists, and while effec-
tive for snoring relief, it is mostly ineffective for
OSA treatment, especially for moderate or severe
OSA. MMA is quite effective in mild to moderate
OSA and selected severe cases, but perioperative
pain is considerable and long-term outcomes
remain unclear.

Conclusions
OSA is a vital public health prob-
lem that is increasingly recognized
to impact overall well being, gen-
eral health including stroke risk,
neurocognitive functioning, and
seizure and headache control in
neurological patients. As principal
care providers, neurologists should
remain vigilant toward detection of
likely co-morbid OSA in their
patients, since prompt identifica-
tion and treatment of OSA may
reduce health risk while improving
quality of life and neurological
functioning.  ■
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Figure 5.  Severe obstructive sleep apnea in a 55-year-old man (shown also in Figure 4), 30 sec-
ond epoch.  The patient is in light NREM (N2) stage sleep.  Note the arousal shown in the elec-
troencephalogram channels (top 5 channels), snoring artifact evident in the chin EMG (channel
6), obstructive apnea with cessation of airflow in the oronasal thermistor and nasal pressure sen-
sor channels (channels 10 and 11, respectively), despite continued respiratory effort in the
summed, chest, and abdominal respiratory effort channels (channels 14-16).  Bradycardia during
the apnea is shown on the ECG rhythm strip, with relative tachycardia upon arousal (channel 9,
also visible on limb electromyogram leads in channels 7-8).  The oxyhemoglobin desaturation
seen in the pulse oximetry display (channel 13) in the first half of the epoch is due to another
apnea event on the preceding page, while the related desaturation to the apneic event in the first
half of this epoch is seen toward the end of the epoch as the next episode of apnea is occurring.
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